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Lipids disorder is a major risk factor for CAD development. Reports 
showed that upstream transcription factor (USF1) regulates lipid 
accumulation and dysfunction of USF1 contributes to familial combined 
hyperlipidemia (FCHL) [11]. As a ubiquitously expressed transcription 
factor, USF1 regulates more than 40 cardiovascular related genes. The 
polymorphism of rs2516839 is localized in the non-coding region of the 
second exon of USF1. In Caucasians, this polymorphism was associated 
with increased risk for sudden cardiac death and triglyceride [12]. 
In another study in Hong Kong Chinese population, rs2516839 was 
positively associated with type 2 diabetes and/or metabolic syndrome [13]. 
Until now, the association of rs2516839 of USF1 with CAD in Chinese 
population has remained unclear. 

Thus, the goal of the present study was to examine the association 
of rs755622 of MIF and rs2516839 of USF1 with CAD and lipids profile 
based on a Chinese population. 

Keywords: Polymorphism; Coronary artery disease; USF1; MIF;
Dyslipidemia 

Abbreviations: MIF: Macrophage Migration Inhibitory Factor;
USF1: Upstream Transcription Factor1; CAD: Coronary Artery 
Disease; IL: Interleukin; FCHL: Familial Combined Hyperlipidemia; 
BMI: Body Mass Index; Lp(a): Lipoprotein(a); ALL: Acute 
Lymphoblastic Leukemia; CHO: Cholesterol; LDL-C: Low-Density 
Lipoprotein Cholesterol; apoB: Apolipoprotein B

Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases are affected by both genetics and 

environmental factors [1]. The evidences that genetic factors contribute 
to the developing of cardiovascular diseases come from twin studies 
and familial aggregation. Further, the case-control genetic association 
studies have provided much useful information recently [2]. According 
to the results of the association studies, those genes involving in 
metabolic disorders as well as chronic inflammation process are 
considered to play important roles in CAD. 

Macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) is one of the critical 
genes for inflammation response. As a potent upstream regulator in the 
inflammatory process, MIF up regulates the inflammatory cytokines, 
including tumor necrosis factor-α, interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6, IL-8, and 
prostaglandin E2 in response to lipopolysaccharide [3]. In addition, 
MIF has been reported to play a role in the development of unstable 
plaque, ischemia-reperfusion injury, as well as diabetes and obesity 
[4]. The expression of MIF can be affected by rs755622 (-173G/C), a 
polymorphism locating in the promoter region of MIF [5]. Even a series 
of studies have been reported the positive association between rs755622 
of MIF and chronic inflammation, such as rheumatoid arthritis and 
adult-onset Still’s disease, psoriasis, prostate cancer, childhood acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), and obesity, no evidence can be found for 
the association between rs755622 of MIF and CAD [6-10]. 
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Abstract
Objective: The genome-wide association studies have pointed out lots of disease-associated variants in 

coronary artery disease (CAD). However, whether the polymorphisms of rs2516839 of upstream transcription factor 
(USF1) and -173G/C (rs755622) of macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) are associated with CAD has 
remained undetermined. This study was to explore the associations between these two polymorphisms and the risk 
of CAD and dyslipidemia. 

Methods: A case-control study was carried out in 654 angiographic confirmed CAD patients and 455 none-CAD 
control subjects. The polymorphisms were detected by TaqMan SNP Genotyping Assays. 

Results: We did not observe significant association between the polymorphism of rs2516839 of USF1 with CAD 
risk, neither -173G/C (rs755622) of MIF. In the subgroup analysis of myocardial infarction and hypertension, the 
associations for theses two polymorphisms were negative also. However, the GG genotype carriers of rs2516839 
of USF1 showed significantly lower levels of cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol and apolipoprotein B. 

Conclusions: Our findings showed that the rs2516839 of USF1 and -173G/C (rs755622) of MIF do not contribute 
to CAD risk. Nevertheless, the rs2516839 of USF1 might have a protection for the dyslipidemia disorders.
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platform (http://analysis.bio-x.cn/). The Bonferonni correction was 
used to correct p value, 1-(1-α)β for multiple comparisons. The Phi 
coefficient of Spearman correlation coefficients was calculated to assess 
the association between two continuous variables. P value<0.05 was 
considered statistically significant. 

Results
For the clinical characteristics, the CAD patients had larger 

percentage of male and hypertension (Table 1). For -173G/C of MIF 
and rs2516839 of USF1, we did not observe significant difference 
between CAD and the control group with regard to either the alleles 
or the genotypes (P>0.05, Table 2). Then, the CAD cases were stratified 
by sex, age of onset, hypertension, and myocardial infarction (MI) for 
each stratum. We still failed to observe significant difference in all these 
subgroups analysis (P >0.05, data not shown). Further, even though 
CAD was significantly correlated with age, sex, smoking, hypertension, 
diabetes, and the levels of HDL-C and apoA (all P<0.05, Table 3), there 
was no correlation between the two polymorphisms and CAD (all 
P>0.05, Table 3).

Interestingly, when analysis with lipids profiles, we observed
that, rs2516839 of USF1 was significantly associated with the levels of 
cholesterol (P=0.01), LDL-C (P=0.01), and apoB (P=0.04). In addition, 
the levels of cholesterol, LDL-C and apoB were significant lower in 
subjects with GG genotype of rs2516839 of USF1 (Table 4). There was 
no association between -173G/C of MIF and lipids profile (data not 
shown). 

Discussion 
Dysfunctions of MIF and USF1 affect cardiovascular disease 

Methods
Subjects 

Subjects were recruited from patients who underwent coronary 
angiography. Both the CAD and the control subjects had symptoms of 
chest discomfort. The CAD patients confirmed by angiography (n=654) 
and the controls (n=455) excluded by angiography were enrolled. 
The study was approved by the local research and ethics committee. 
Written informed consent was obtained from each participant before 
the percutaneous coronary intervention procedure. Blood was collected 
from the participants, and genomic DNA was isolated from leukocytes. 
Plasma lipids and glucose were measured by standard enzyme methods. 

Gene polymorphism analysis 

TaqMan MGB probes (FAMTM and VICR dye-labeled, Applied 
Biosystems, Foster City, Calif) polymerase chain reaction method 
was used for genotype determination. Reactions were performed with 
conditions: 10 min at 95°C and then 40 cycles of denaturation at 92°C 
for 15 s and annealing and extension at 60°C for 1 min. After PCR, 
fluorescence of the VIC and of the FAM was measured by 7900HT 
genetic analyzer using SDS 1.2 software. We set four duplicates on each 
384-well plate and the results of the duplicate samples agreed with each 
other.

Statistical analysis 

The power of the study was evaluated by using “pssetup3.exe” 
http://biostat.mc.vanderbilt.edu/wiki/Main/PowerSampleSize. The 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium tests and the allele and genotype 
frequency analyses were conducted online on the SHESIS software 

Control (n = 455) Case (n = 654) p
Age (yr) 60.4 ± 10.1 59.80 ± 9.2 0.056
Males, n 262 (57.6%) 490 (74.9%) 0.001

Smoking, n 146 (32.1%) 304 (46.5%) 0.001
Drinking, n 105 (23.1%) 144 (22.2%) 0.040

DM, n 60 (13.2%) 96 (14.7%) 0.606
HBP, n 181 (40.0%) 460 (70.2%) 0.001

BMI (kg/m2) 23.2 ± 3.4 24.3 ± 3.3 0.362
Glucose (mmol/L) 5.6 ± 1.23 5.87 ± 1.31 0.412

TC (mmol/L) 4.5 ± 0.9 5.2 ± 1.4 0.197
HDL-C (mmol/L) 1.8 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.5 0.032
LDL-C (mmol/L) 2.6 ± 0.8 3.4 ± 1.2 0.083

TG (mmol/L) 2.0 ± 0.9 1.8 ± 1.4 0.373
apoA (g/L) 1.2 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.25 0.475
apoB (g/L) 0.8 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.3 0.524
apoE (g/L) 49.2 ± 13.5 49.6 ± 11.4 0.384
Lp(a) (g/L) 164.5 ± 52.3 212.0 ± 96.0 0.001

Age, BIM, TC, TG, HDL-C, LDL-C and glucose are reported as mean ± SD. DM, Diabetes mellitus; HBP, hypertension; BMI, body mass index; HDL-C, high density 
lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-C, low density lipoprotein cholesterol; TC, total cholesterol; TG, triglyceride; apoA, apolipoprotein A; Lp(a), Lipoprotein(a).

Table 1: Baseline characteristics of cases and controls.

SNPs MAF Genotype p1 Allele OR OR(95% CI) p2 P(Bonf) P power

rs2516839 0.11 G/G G/A A/A G A

CHD 220(0.45) 208(0.43) 59(0.12) 0.89 648(0.67) 326(0.34) 1.048 0.86-1.27 0.64 0.87 0.1

Non-CHD 201(0.47) 179(0.42) 50(0.12) 581(0.68) 279(0.32)

rs755622 0.05 C/C C/G G/G C G

CHD 297(0.62) 167(0.34) 21(0.04) 0.65 761(0.78) 209(0.22) 0.934 0.75-1.17 0.554 0.79 0.118
Non-CHD 275(0.64) 136(0.32) 20(0.04) 686(0.80) 176(0.20)

Table 2: Allele and genotype frequencies of SNPs between case-control subjects.

http://analysis.bio-x.cn/
http://biostat.mc.vanderbilt.edu/wiki/Main/PowerSampleSize
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and overall mortality. We investigated the associations of -173G/C 
(rs755622) of MIF and rs2516839 of USF1 with CAD and lipids 
disorders based on a Chinese-population. Our results showed no 
significant association between the polymorphism of rs2516839 of 
USF1 with CAD risk, neither -173G/C (rs755622) of MIF. However, 
the GG genotype carriers of rs2516839 of USF1 showed significantly 
lower levels of cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol and 
apolipoprotein B. 

The polymorphism of -173G/C of MIF is a potentially functional 
polymorphism to regulate the transcription activity of MIF [6-10]. 
This variant was reported to be associated with a series of chronic 
inflammatory diseases in Caucasians, such as rheumatoid arthritis, 
systemic lupus erythematosus bone loss in postmenopausal women and 
sepsis. CAD is presently considered as a chronic inflammatory process 
and no report can be found for -173G/C of MIF with CAD [14-17]. 
Based on our results, there was no positive association between -173G/
C of MIF and CAD. This divergence is actually explainable. For one 
thing, most of the above mentioned positive associations were based 
on the combination analysis of -173G/C with other polymorphisms, 
such as -794/CATT5–8 of rs5844572 [14-17]. Indeed, for complex traits 
such as CAD, haplotype analysis is much more powerful to detect 

genes with modest effects in comparison to the single-locus test. For 
another, there is great heterogeneity among different population 
groups (the genotype frequencies vary between ethnic or geographic 
populations). For example, the MAF for rs755622 in African American 
is 0.27, European 0.045, Hispanic 0, Sub-Saharan African 0.167. Our 
results showed MAF for this SNP is 0.05, which was consistent with 
the PUBMED data. Finally, even though the chronic inflammation 
process has common genes and variants, the complex traits among the 
inflammatory processes is apparently heterogenetic [18]. Therefore, 
these points should be definitely taken into consideration in designing 
association study in the future. 

For rs2516839 of USF1, this variant was associated with decreased 
levels of CHO, LDL-C and apoB in the non-CAD subjects. Our finding 
was consistent with the study by Ng MC et al. [13], who reported 
that the A allele of rs2516839 was associated with increased risk for 
metabolic syndrome in a Chinese population. In a most recently report, 
in females, the serum total, LDL cholesterol and apoB levels were 
lower in GG genotype of rs2516839 of USF1 when compared to AA 
genotype [19]. In another study based on the atherogenic dyslipidemia 
families, this variant was reported to be associated with increased levels 
of triglyceride or cholesterol [12]. Actually, in our study, when CAD 
patients were included, the association of rs2516839 of USF1 with the 
lipids levels showed negative results. One of the reasons to explain this 
discrepancy is that in our study, the management of lipids in CAD 
patients was not included in the analysis, which might constitute a 
major confounding factor and therefore a definite limitation in our 
study design. 

There were several other limitations in this study. First, our study 
was performed in a Chinese Han population, and the data should be 
extrapolated to other population and ethnic groups cautiously. Second, 
the effects of rs2516839 of USF1 to modify the lipids profile need to 
be confirmed in a much larger population. Third, further functional 
experiments are required to analyze the modulation of rs2516839 of 
USF1 to the lipid accumulation. Fourth, when we do the association 
analysis for rs755622 of MFI, the haplotype, such as -794/CATT5–8 of 
rs5844572, needed to be considered. 

In summary, our findings showed that the rs2516839 of USF1 
and -173G/C (rs755622) of MIF do not contribute to CAD risk. 
Nevertheless, the rs2516839 of USF1 might have a protection for the 
dyslipidemia disorders. 
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